
MESA Day: Information for Buses (Fresno/UCSB) 

 
Yellow = from West Entrance to Jack Baskin School of Engineering (To drop off students) 
Green = From Jack Baskin to Barn Theater (To park bus in parking lot) 
Red = From Barn Theater to Cowell Circle (To pick up students) 
 
 
-Buses turn left on High Street and continue up Empire Grade. Turn right onto Heller Drive  
(UCSC West Entrance) and drive up campus, later turning right onto McLaughlin Drive. 
-The designated student drop off area is the bus stop on the right-hand side, located between the Physical Science and 
Jack Baskin buildings.  
Keep in mind: buses cannot turn around in the School of Engineering circle because it is too small. 
 
-After dropping off the students, continue on McLaughlin Drive. Turn right onto Hagar Drive and continue down campus.  
Turn right onto Coolidge Drive at the T-intersection. 
-Keep an eye out for the barn theater parking lot on the right, just before the main road. Pull in and park (see attached 
Bus Parking Map for instructions on parking) 
 
-To pick up students, head back on Coolidge Drive. Turn left at the Humanities Lecture Hall, before the three-way 
intersection on Hagar Drive. Drive forward until a lawn is visible on your right hand side and you arrive to the Stevenson 
College Circle.  The designated area to pick up students is the  Stevenson College Circle.  After picking up the students, 
drive towards Cowell College.  After passing the Cowell College Circle, turn left and drive up the hill.  At the stop sign 
turn right and drive down towards the base of campus (UCSC Main Entrance); see map below. 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

Student drop off is located at 
the bus stop across from the 
Jack Baskin Engineering 
Building on McLaughlin & 
Heller Drives. 
Important Note: Buses are 
NOT allowed to drive into the 
Engineering Circle because it is 
too small & buses can get 
stuck. Buses will have enough 
space to drop off on 
McLaughlin & Heller Drives. 

Bus Parking is located 
at the Barn Theater—
see second attachment. 

Follow yellow dashes 
from the West 
Entrance to Jack 
Baskin Engineering. 

Please pick-up students at the 
Cowell Circle located behind the 
Humanities Lecture Hall. 
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